CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this chapter the writer presents the results of data findings and followed by discussion based on the theories. The writer divides this chapter into two parts. First is the discussion about the kinds of swear words in *Tropic Thunder* movie. The second is the function and the reason of using swear words.

4.1 Findings

Below is the finding for the types of swear words that are uttered by the characters:

4.1.1 The Kinds of Swear Words

After watching the *Tropic Thunder* movie the writer writes the dialogues which contain swear words. The writer categorizes the kinds of swear words based on Wardaugh’s theory.

4.1.1.1 One’s Mother in Law

*The first* type of swear words based on Wardaugh’s theory is one’s mother in law such as “bitch” and “motherfucker”. Usually the word “bitch” and “motherfucker” is used in informal situation. These words are used to express someone’s unpleasant. These words are referring to promiscuous woman. It means these words refer to a woman who has sex relation with many different people. That is why these words have negative meaning in front of public.
Furthermore one mother in law term is very rude to be spoken toward other people. Below is the list of dialogue which contains of one’s mother in law term.

**Data 1**

In this scene Kavin and Kirk Lazarus fight with the enemies. This fighting is one of acts in *Tropic Thunder* movie. In this case, Kavin is hurt in his stomach by the enemies. Kirk feels sad because of Kavin’s condition. Furthermore, Kirk uses the rude language which is directed to the enemies as stated in the conversation bellow.

Kirk Lazarus : That’s for Brooklyn, **motherf*cker** !
Kavin : I think I can put it back in.

The word “motherfucker” in the conversation above includes an offensive language that is impolite to be uttered. This word means a woman who has sex relation with some men. This word is very rude if it is used toward others. In the dialogue above, Kirk uses “motherfucker” to insult the enemies.

**Data 2**

The next conversation which contains of swearing word is stated in the dialogue bellow. This conversation occurred between Kavin and Kirk Lazarus. In this case, the actors of *Tropic Thunder* movie walk in the jungle and look for the purpose place which is described in a map. But the actors walk in the wrong way because of Tugg direction is wrong. Because of this situation, Kirk Lazarus frustrations and expresses it by using the foul language as stated in his statement.

Kavin : we’re going the wrong way
Kirk Lazarus : Damn ! son of a **b*tch** !
The word “bitch” which is stated in Kavin’s statement is directed to Tugg. This word refers to a single word which has meaning of female dog. Kirk uses this word with terrible sound because he is in frustration condition.

Data 3

Then, the next example of swear word is stated in the conversation bellow. In this case, the using of swear word is in the funny situation. Tugg and friends come to appreciation event for the best actor. Moreover, Jeff fell happy with this event until he used the rude language toward Tugg to express his feeling

Jeff Portnoy: Yeah, you son of a b*tch!

Jeff’s statement “you son of a bitch” above is directed to Tugg. The word “bitch” is a single word refers to a female dog which has sex relation with the other men. In this context, the word “bitch” is not used to insult. He uses this word to express his happiness.

Data 4

The next is the example of swear word which contains of swearing word.

Less Grassman: I am talking schorched earth, motherf*cker!!!!

The word “motherfucker” above is used by Less Grassman to curse Flaming Dragon. He says this word with emotion expression because Flaming Dragon asks much money from him for Tugg’s freedom. Because of this situation he says the offensive language with terrible sound.
Data 5

Then, in the other conversation Kirk Lazarus uses the rude language toward Flaming Dragon such the conversation bellow.

Kirk Lazarus : Here’s my motherf*ckering farm.

The word “motherfuckering” refers to one’s mother in law. This word refers to the farm. in the other words, the word “motherfucker” is used to emphasize the word “farm”. This word is used by Kirk when he came to Flaming Dragon’s place.

4.1.1.2 Animal Term

Animal term relates to religious or prehistoric beliefs such as “bullshit” and “dog”. It has negative meaning if someone calls the other by animal term in negative context.

Data 1

The next is the lists of swear word which is stated in the Tropic Thunder dialogue as follows:

Damien : “Get the fruits…Jesus ! Fuck! Shit! Co*k sucking!!
Goddamn shit packing co*k !!”

Damien uses both of “cock” above to express his anger. The fist “cock” has same meaning with the second “cock”. This word refers to name of animal that is use to insult. This word is used in informal situation. The word Cock means adult male chicken. In this case, the word cock is directed to a staff in movie making which uttered by movie director named Damien.
Data 2

The second example of animal term is the dialogue which is uttered by Jeff. Jeff uses impolite word toward Damien. He is angry because Damien forbids him to call his assistant when he arrived in a jungle.

Jeff: This is bullshit! I gotta at least call my fucking assistant.

The word “bullshit” includes in animal term. This word is a foul language which is used by Jeff to express his unpleasant with Damien. The dialogue above occurred between Jeff and Damien in a jungle where the characters take an action for Tropic Thunder movie making.

Data 3

The other conversation which contains of swear word occurred when Less Grassman angry with Flaming Dragon. He uses the swear word to curse Flaming Dragon.

Less Grassman: First, take a big step back and literally fuck your own face! Now, I don’t know what kind of pan pacific bullshit power play you are trying to pull here….

The word “bullshit” intends to the Flaming Dragon’s play. Less Grassman used this word with terrible sound. In this story, Less is angry with Flaming Dragon because Flaming Dragon asks money from him.

Data 4

In the conversation below tells that Fourleaf and Cody are caught by Flaming Dragon. Then, Cody and Fourleaf debate about Damien’s death.

Cody: get over here!
Alpa: what are you guys here? (asks to Cody and Fourleaf)
Cody: he has hand (making reference to Fourleaf)
Fourleaf: He killed Damien (making reference to Cody)
Cody: *Bullshit*!!

The word “bullshit” above is used to curse. The conversation above happened in one of Flaming Dragon’s rooms where Cody and Fourleaf are locked there. Cody is angry because he is accused by Fourleaf by killing Damien in the jungle. Because of this situation, he shows his anger by cursing.

4.1.1.3 Sex Term

Sex term refers to sexual activities or physical activity by male and female which can produce young. The examples for this term are “fuck”, “fucking” and “bastard = child from unmarried parents”. In the other side, Fairman said that *Fuck* is all about sex and nothing about sex all at the same time. Virtually none of the uses of the word that I discuss have anything to do with sex (Fairman 2009:8). It means the world “fuck” and “fucking” are not always show the real meaning for having sex. Moreover, when sex term is used in front of public the meaning will be impolite and rude. Furthermore, the writer presents the dialogues which contain of sex term.

Data 1

Here, the writer stated the dialogue that contains sex term. In this case, Jeff and Kavin fight with the enemies. Jeff is panic because the enemies shoot him continuously. Then, he expresses his feeling by using a foul language which is directed to Kavin.

Jeff : Get on the horn and get some firepower, boy!
Kavin : Jesus Christ
Jeff: listen, you cherry *f*ck! You call in that snake and nape and get us some boom-boom now! I’d do it myself but I’m kind of Goddamn busy!

Jeff used the word “fuck” which directed to Kavin with terrible sound. In this context the word “fuck” is not in real sexual meaning. Jeff used this word to imperiously ask Kavin to looking for helping.

Data 2

Jeff and Kavin are in the plane. Kavin panics because the plane almost falls down on the ground. Jeff surprises because he almost fall from the plane.

Kavin: Fats!
Jeff: Holy *f*ck! Take us over to those men, shit!

The word “fuck” in the dialogue above includes in sex term, but it is not in real meaning for having sex. This word is the Jeff’s cursing expression but it is not directed to anyone.

Data 3

Jeff and friends fight with the enemies in the field war. Jeff feels emotion in this fighting until he says the foul language toward the enemies.

Jeff: don’t count him out! That’s bastard’s got luck tattooed to his ass!
Kirk: motown, get your Detroit Jukeox Jheri curl ass in this chicken shit chop-chop!

The word “bastard” refers to curse of the enemies. This dialogue happened in war field of *Tropic Thunder* movie making. The word “bastard” here is not referring to real sexual.
Data 4

The next dialogue happens in an area where Tropic Thunder movie is made. Here, there is confusedness between Damien (movie director) and Cody (boom operator) about operating the boom.

Damien : Play it through. Still rolling!
Cody : Dieter, can he hear me?
That’s c-4. Dipshit. Put that back. I said a detonator I need some dudes up here who can speak American. Goddamn it! He is making a f*cking sweater back here.

The word “fucking” refers to word “sweater”. The dialogue above happen in Tropic Thunder making. The word “fucking” refers to sex term but based on the context of the dialogue above is not has real meaning for sex. Cody uses this word to express his panic when he wants to operate a boom.

Data 5

Here, the example of the word “fuck” that is expressed by Jeff when he in movie making. He is angry because he feels hot in his body.

Cody : Mother nature just pissed her pantsuit!
Jeff : Hot, hot, hot, f*ck!

The word “fuck” above is uttered by Jeff. This word is used when Jeff almost fall down from a plane and feel hot in his body because of bomb which operated by Cody. Based on the dialogue above, the word “fuck” is not directed to anyone.
The next dialogue occurs between Less and Damien. Less becomes angry because Damien makes a mistake in movie making.

Less Grassman: This is your fault, you limey f*ck! You shit the money-bed, my friend.

Damien: Hey, Less I understand if you’re angry but I am dealing with a bunch of prima donnas! Tugg Speedman, he can’t cry! He can’t cry!

The word “fuck” in the context of dialogue above is use to curse. This conversation occurs in a room where all of the worker in Topic Thunder movie making gather in there. Less Grassman is an investor in Topic Thunder movie. Less used the “fuck” directed to Damien as a director of Topic Thunder movie.

Four leaf and Cody are in the beach and they make a plane for the actors of Tropic Thunder movie. They will orders the actors to go to the jungle and make this movie like a real story.

Fourleaf: Then you give me and that pyromaniac Cody all the smoke bombs, changes, explosives, detonator you got. Then we take those boys up there. Me and Cody we could light up that f*cking jungle.

The word “fucking” refers to the jungle where the actors there. In this story, Fourleaf talk to Damien about the way to make a good movie with the best actors. The word “fuck” in the dialogue above is not for real having sex.
Data 8

The conversation below happens in a beach. Damien and Fourleaf make a plan for the characters of *tropic Thunder* movie to drop them in a middle of jungle to make a real action.

**Damien**: I could shoot the whole thing guerilla style, gritty, dirty. Get them away from their helpers and ass-licking assistants. Put them in the real shit.

**Fourleaf**: with real fear in their eyes. Take them off the *f*\(\text{**king}\) grid.

The word “fucking” is not for real sex relation. It refers to the word “grid”. Damien and Fourleaf was enthusiasm with his plan, therefore he uses the word “fucking” to emphasize “grid”.

Data 9

Jeff is angry because he is forbidden by Damien to call his assistant. It makes him uses the rude language as stated follow:

**Jeff**: this is bullshit! I gotta at least call my *f*\(\text{**king}\) assistant.
**Damien**: (moves to Jeff then hits him in his face)
**Jeff**: *F*\(\text{**king}\)! Jesus! Dude!

In the dialogue above there are two words “fucking” that is used by Jeff. In the first word it refers to his assistant. This word is not used for swearing. Meanwhile, the second word is used to insult Damien because hi hits Jeff immediately.
**Data 10**

Here Jeff expresses his surprise when Kavin asks him about what he is doing. But he uses swear words to express his surprise.

Kavin : what are you doing, Jeff?
Jeff : **f*cking**, nothing man! I am eating jellybeans.

The word “fucking” above is used to express Jeff’s anger. This word is directed to Kavin. The dialogue above happened in the jungle. The word “fucking” here is not referring for real sex.

**Data 11**

Jeff uses the offensive word to express his feeling. He was surprised because he is losing the way when he in a middle of jungle.

Kavin : I don’t even think we’re in Vietnam anymore.
Jeff : **F*ck**!

Based on the dialogue above, Jeff used the word “fuck” to express his surprise. He surprised because he friends do not know the location the jungle. This word is not directed to anyone. Furthermore the word “fuck” is not in the real meaning for having sex.

**Data 12**

Tugg’s manager : (come to Less office in a hurry).
Grassman’s secretary : He is in a meeting.
Tugg’s manager : yeah, I know. In about two seconds with the Pecker I’m gonna rip your **f*cking** tits off.
Dialogue above happened in the Less office. The word “fucking” is used to express Tugg manager’s feeling. In here, the word “fucking” is not refers in real meaning for having sex.

Data 13

Less Grassman: First, take a big step back and literally f*ck your own face! Now, I don’t know what kind of pan pacific b*llshit power play you are trying to pull here, but Asia, Jack is my territory and I will rain down on ungodly f*cking firestorm upon you. You’re gonna have to call the f*cking United Nations and get a f*cking binding resolution to keep me from f*cking destroying.

There are many swear words that is used by Less Grassman. The conversation above happened in the Grassman’s office. He talk to Flaming Dragon by phone. Less used the word “fucking” above as the expression of this emotion. He feels unpleasant with Flaming Dragon because they asked much money from Less for Tugg’s freedom.

Data 14

Less Grassman talks to Flaming Dragon by phone. He is angry because Flaming Dragon asks much money from him.

Less Gressman : wait, I got a better idea, instead of 100 million, how about I send you a hobo’s dick cheese? Then you kill him! Do your thing! Skin the f*cking b*stard.

The word “fucking bastard” refers to Tugg Speedman. It includes in sexual term, but in this context it is not refer to real sex. Based on the dialogue above these words directed to Tugg Speedman who had been caught by Flaming Dragon.
Data 15

Jeff: I am gonna f*cking do all the heroin in the f*cking world. If you guys wanna make it through this thing, you gotta strap me to a tree.

Jeff asks to his friend to strap him in a tree because he addicted the drugs. There are two words “fucking” in the sentence above. The first refers to Jeff himself. The second refers this world. Jeff was very frustrated because he cannot consume the drugs. That is why he uses the offensive language to express his frustration.

Data 16

The utterance below is Jeff’s expression when he run after the bat to get back his drugs.

Jeff: You little piece of shit! I’m gonna f*cking rip your wings off!!

The dialogue above appeared in the jungle. Jeff used the word f*cking to swear the bat that brings his drugs. he unpleased with the bat then he used the offensive language in his uttering.

Data 17

The utterance below happens in a middle of jungle. Kirk is angry then he shows it by uttering the foul word as follow:

Kirk Lazarus: You know what? F*ck that, man!!

Kirk uses the word “fuck” to express his feeling. he is angry when he debates with Alpa Chino about his existance in the Tropic Thinder film. He uses this word toward Alpa Chino.
4.1.1.4 Death Term

Death term relates to words that are used for death referring. The example for this term is “you go to hell”. The sentence “you go to hell” means asking someone to die. Then, the writer presents the conversations in *Tropic Thunder* movie which contains of death referring term.

**Data 1**

The dialogue happens in a jungle. Jeff becomes very angry because his drugs are brought by a bat.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeff</th>
<th>That’s my jellybeans! No! Kid grab the bat! Please! Shit!</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kavin</td>
<td>you man, I got a Bust-A-Nut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff</td>
<td>you go to hell! There he is.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The conversation above happened between Jeff and Kavin in the jungle. Jeff loss his jellybeans because of a bat. The word “go to hell” refers to the death term, it means Jeff asks Kavin to die.

**Data 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jeff</th>
<th>F*cking hell!!! (Jeff catching the bat)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kavin</td>
<td>What the hell, Jeff?? That’s a bat, man!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff</td>
<td>I don’t have anymore jellybeans.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The word “f*cking hell” is uttered by Jeff when he is catching a bat. He get the bat but his jellybeans was loss. The word “f*cking hell” is used by Jeff to express his hopeless when he is catching the bat.
4.1.5 Excretion Term

Excretion term refers to human’s excretion. In the other word excretion term is used when someone takes out of waste matter from his body also regarded as dirty such as “shit”, “piss” etc. It will be more polite if the speakers use the word “urinate” or “defecate” in their speech. Then the researcher presents the dialogues which is contain of excretion term as follows:

Data 1

Alpa is very surprised because he and friends not in Vietnam. In this condition Alpa depressed and angry then he shows his feeling by saying the foul word.

Alpa Chino : Sh*t, we are not even in Nam.  
Kavin : No, most likely Myanmar or Laos.

The dialogue above happened in the jungle. The actors of Tropic Thunder movie was getting loss the way.

Data 2

Jeff Portnoy : Kid, grab the bat! Please ! Sh*t !

Jeff’s conversation above is uttered when a bat took his drugs. He runs after the bat in order to get back his drugs. He is angry with the bat and finally used cursing word which directed to the bat.
Data 3

Here, Alpa Chino confuses because he can not refuses the enemies. That is why he feels frustrates until he says:

Alpa Chino : Sh*t! Enough.

The word which includes in excrement term is used to Alpa Chino to express his emotion when he is in a war. Flaming Dragon as his enemy shot him continuously.

Data 4

Jeff is very frustration because his drugs were loss. He express his feeling by uttering the rude language.

Jeff Portnoy : You little piece of sh*t !! I’m gonna fucking rip your wings off!

Jeff Portnoy as a dope addict loss his drugs. Jeff is very frustration because his drugs was loss. He used the word “shit” to swear the bat. He is very angry with the bat because he cannot consume the drugs anymore.

Data 5

Jeff : Sh*t! Sh*t! Sh*t!

Jeff uses the word “shit” repeadly when he in the jungle. It shows that he is very angry. He becomes angry because he and friend are lossing the way and can not back to hotel. That is why he used this word to express his unpleasant.
**Data 6**

Alpa Chino: Oh shit!

The uttering above is used by Alpa to express his surprise. He surprises because he knows that Kirk Lazarus did not use the real identity when he involves in *Tropic Thunder* movie making. This condition makes him to use the offensive language towards Kirk.

**4.1.1.6 Bodily Function Term**

This term refers to human’s body such as “asshole”, “cock”, “dick”, “tits=breast” etc. Those words are not impolite to be uttered in front of public. Then the writer presents the dialogues which contain of bodily function term.

**Data 1**

Then, when the characters arrive in a jungle, Kirk Lazarus debates with his friends about Damien. Kirk enthusiasm to say that Damien was die.

Kirk Lazarus : You, asshole! This motherfucker is dead. Ain’t no criss angel mindfeak. David Blaine trapdoor horseshit jumping off here!

Tugg Speedman : Hey, you wanna got on the train here, or do you wanna ruin another take?

The conversation above happened when the actors of *Tropic Thunder* movie arrive in the jungle. Damien as the director was died because of bomb in the jungle but the actors do not know about it. Finally Kirk Lazarus knows that Damien was died. Therefore, he used “asshole” toward his friends and tells them about Damien.
Data 2

Cody : Big-ass titties!
Fourleaf : Look at that, huh?

In this case, Cody and Fourleaf are as the operator for the actors to go to the jungle in order to make *Tropic Thunder* movie in a real situation. This conversation happened when Cody denotated the bomb in the actors place.

Data 3

There are three people in Less office, they are Less Grassman, Pecker and Less assistant. Pecker comes to Less office with angry condition and speak with terrible sound with Less. But Less does not pay attention to Pecker and says:

Less Grassman : Playa..playa. Big di*k playa.
Less assistant : Swinging pass your knees.
Less Grassman : Big di*k playa.

The word “dick” above refers penis. Less uses this word to mock Pecker. Less ignores Pecker anger.

Data 4

The next conversation happened between Tugg’s manager and Less Grassman’s secretary in Grassman’s office.

Tugg’s manager : (come to Less office in a hurry).
Grassman’s secretary : He is in a meeting.
Tugg’s manager : yeah, I know. In about two seconds with the Pecker I’m gonna rip your fucking t*ts off.

The word “tits” above considered to breast. Tugg’s manager used this word in emotion condition. He expresses his unpleasant by using “tits” as a taboo word if it is uttered in front of public.
4.1.1.7 Religious Term

There are many words connected with the Christian religion term. For example, the names of Christ and God. Actually, these words are considered holy by some people, but in the other context they may be upset or shocked. Then, in this section, the writer presents the conversations which contain of religious term such as “Goddamn”, “God”, Jesus” and etc.

Data 1

Cody : I need some dudes up here who speak American, God*mn it!

The utterance above appears when Cody as the operator of bomb for Tropic Thunder movie making panic because of Damien’s instruction. He needs someone who can speak and help him in operating the bomb.

Data 2

Kirk Lazarus : Give me the God*mn map!

The utterance above happened in the jungle. Based on the context, the meaning of the word “Goddamn” became upset. The utterance happened when Kirk Lazarus tries to take a map from Tugg, but Tugg refuses it.

Data 3

Jeff Portnoy : oh Jesus!

The utterance above happened in the Flaming dragon’s place. Jeff look at Kirk and Tugg who debate because Tugg does not want to go home from Flaming Dragon’s place.
Data 4

Kirk is unpleasant with Jeff who walks in a hurry to get a bat. Then, Kirk uses the swear word which is directed to Jeff.

Kirk Lazarus: **Goddamn it!** Okay, where’d he go?

The dialogue above happened in the jungle. The word “Goddamnit” is uttered by Kirk directed to Jeff. In this case, the word Goddamn has upset meaning.

Data 5

Jeff and friends sit together at night in the jungle. They are talking about the strategies to make Tugg free from Flaming Dragon’s place. Then, Jeff disagrees with Kavin’s plan and he says:

Jeff: Your mother’s a cankerous whore!
Kavin: **Jesus,** man.

The word “Jesus” is used by Kavin to express his surprise. He surprises because of Jeff’s uttering about his mother.

4.1.1.8 Middle Finger as symbol of sexual intercourse.

The types of arises of middle finger is not found in the dialogue of *Tropic Thunder* movie.
4.2 The Functions and the Reasons of Using Swear Words

There are many functions of swear words as had been stated in the chapter 2. There are four functions of swear words. The functions are expletive expression, abusive expression, humorous expression, and swear words be auxiliary. While the reasons of using swear words are psychological reason and social reason. Here the writer presents the function and reason of using swear words are followed by the dialogues:

4.2.1 Expletive Expression

Expletive expression is used to express the speaker’s emotions and it is not directed to anyone. Example, someone who carelessly and walk alone road, then he uttered “shit “. It belongs to expletive, because he does not direct his swear to anyone. The analysis of swear that is used for expletive purposes are below:

Data 1

Next, Cody expresses his panic when he wants to operate the boom by saying the rude word as stated in the utterance below:

Cody : I need some dudes up here who speak American, god*mn it !

The word goddamn it is one of words that used by people to express their anger. It also called by offensive language. It means, this word is impolite when used in front of public. In this case, Cody as the boom operator makes a mistake to operate the boom. Then, the boom explodes before the film director’s order. Because of this condition, Cody becomes panic and asks an American to help him in boom operating. Cody, uses goddamn it to express his feeling. This word is not
directed to someone else, so the function of using *goddamn it* is expletive expression. The reason of using this word is Cody psychological condition.

**Data 2**

Below is the conversation between Kavin and Jeff. Kavin uses religion term to express his fear when he in a middle war.

| Kevin Sandusky | : **Oh Jesus ! Holy shit! Holy shit** |
| Jeff Portnoy   | : Get on that horn and get some firepower, boy!! |
| Kavin          | : **Jesus Christ** |
| Jeff           | : Listen, you cherry fuck! You call in that snake and nape and get us some boom-boom now! I’d do it myself but I’m kind of *Godd*mn busy! |

In the dialogue above, Kavin and Jeff use some of swear words to express their feelings. The function of the word “Jesus”, “Jesus Christ” and “Goddamn” is as expletive expression. Here, the speakers use these word and not directed to anyone. The reason of using these word is their psychological condition in which become sad and panic when they are in the war.

**Data 3**

In Flaming Dragos place, Speedman and Kirk debate each other. Jeff knows about it. This condition makes him very surprise until he says:

**Jeff Portnoy : oh Jesus !**

The word *Jesus* which includes in religious term is expressed by Jeff Portnoy. He used it because he was surprise when he hears Speedman and Kirk Lazarus debate each other. In this context, the word *Jesus* is not directed to anyone. So that’s why the function of this swearing word is expletive expression. And the reason Jeff Portnoy used this word is his psychological condition.
Data 4

Jeff expresses his fear when he in a war. He uses strong words to express his feeling.

Kavin  : Fats!
Jeff Portnoy  : Holy f*ck! Take us over to those men, sh*t!

The swear word *Holy fuck* and *shit* above are expressed by Jeff Portnoy. He uttered this word when he holds on the plane. Then, the plane was bombed by Cody. Because of this boom, he becomes startled. The word *Holy fuck* and *shit* are used to express his surprise. The function of these words is expletive personal emotions. It means, the words *Holy fuck* and *shit* is used to express personal emotions and it is not directed to anyone. Moreover, the psychological condition is the reason of uttering *Holy fuck* and *shit*.

Data 5

In a middle of war, Jeff feels hot in his body. It makes him pain that is why he uses strong language to express it.

Jeff  : Hot, hot, hot f*ck!!

The word “fuck” above is expressed by Jeff to show his personal feeling. This word is not directed anyone else. There fore it includes in expletive function. Moreover the reason of the using this word is the psychological condition of Jeff which become affraid because her body feels hot because of boom that is operated by Cody. It influences his psychological finally he uses the rude language to express his felling.
Data 6

Jeff shows his surprise because he is not in Vietnam anymore.

Kavin : I don’t even think we’re in Vietnam anymore.
Jeff : f*ck !!

Jeff uses the word fuck in order to express her surprise because he and friends do not know the location of the jungle. He uses it to express his feeling, and the word “fuck” here is not directed to some one else. Psychological condition is the reason of the using this word.

Data 7

Then, Alpa feels frustrated because of Flaming Dragon. He can not continuous the fighting.

Alpa Chino : Sh*t, enough!!

Based on the context of the utterance above, Alpa Chini uses the word “shit” to express his feeling when Flaming Dragon shot him. Here, the word “shit” is not directed to anyone tha’s why the function of this word is as expletive function. Moreover the reason of using this word is because of Alpa’s psychological condition become fear.

Data 8

Below is Jeff’s utterance when he feels frustrated because he can not contacts his assistants anymore and go back to his hotel.

Jeff : Shit! shit! shit!

Jeff utters the words “shit” repeadly in order to express his disappointed. He can not back to hotel because he is losing the way in the jungle. He become
angry because of this situation until he uses the word “shit” to express his feeling.

**Data 9**

Alpa Chino: Oh *shit*!

The uttering above is used by Alpa to express his surprise. He surprises because he knows that Kirk Lazarus did not use the real identity when he involves in *Tropic Thunder* movie making. Furthermore, Kirk’s psychological condition is the reason of uttering the word “shit”.

**4.2.2 Abusive Expression**

Abusive Expression which is the expression directed to others. It needs target to whom the speaker can utter the swear words. For example, the speaker utters “fuck you” to the target. Below the example of swear word for abusive purpose:

**Data 1**

This dialogue happens in a war. Kirk feels enthusiasm to fight with the enemies.

Kirk Lazarus: That’s for Brooklyn, *motherf*ucker!
Kavin: I think I can put it back in.

Based on the dialog above, the word *motherfucker* is the swear word used to insulting someone else. It is uttered by Kirk Lazarus when he sees his friend was hurt by the enemy in making film process. In this case, Kirk uses *motherfucker* to abuse his enemy because his anger, that’s why this word
categorized into abusive expression. And the reason of using this word is Kirk psychological condition.

**Data 2**

Kirk feels angry because he has different idea with Tugg about the map as his guidance in the jungle.

Kirk Lazarus : Damn ! **son of a b*tch !**

The word *son of a bitch* is used by Kirk to express his anger. This word is directed to Tugg Speedman. Because of Tugg’s mistake Kirk and friends miss the way to come back to their purpose place. So the function of son of a *bitch* is as abusive expression. And the psychological condition of Kirk is the reason of uttering the word son of a *bitch*.

**Data 3**

In this point, Less becomes angry because Flaming Dragon caught Tugg Speedman.

Less Grassman : I am talking scorched earth, **motherf*cker !**

This dialog happens between Less Grassman and Flaming Dragon. *Motherfucker* refers to swear word because it used to insult someone else. Less Grassman uses this word which directed to FD, it means Less insult them in very unpleasant way. This word is not impolite to hear weather in public or someone else. Less Grassman unpleasant with FD because they ask money from him to make Speedman free from FD but Less does not want give the money. The reason of using the swear word based on this situation is Less psychological condition.
Data 4

Damien utters the sentence below when he makes a mistake in movie making.

Damien: Get the fruits....Jesus! F*ck! Shit! Cock sucking!!
Godd*mn shit, packing cock!!

The dialog above consist of two swear words. The first swear word is Goddamn shit and the second is cock. Goddamn shit indicates the religious term whereas the word cock refers to animal term. Both of them refer to insult which is expressed by Damien. He was angry because Tugg Speedman as the actor in film making cannot express his sad well. When Damien leaves the area of film making, he collides with a film staff who brings some fruits. It makes him becomes more angry. Because of Damien’s psychological condition, he swears the staff by uttering the word Goddamn shit and cock toward someone else.

Data 5

The dialogue below happens in a Flaming Dragon place. The characters try to exit from this place.

Cody: get over here!
Alpa: what are you guys here? (asks to Cody and Fourleaf)
Cody: he has hand (making reference to Fourleaf)
Fourleaf: He killed Damien (making reference to Cody)
Cody: Bullsh*t!!

The word “bullshit” here refers to Fourleaf. Cody uses this word to insult Fourleaf. Here, Fourleaf occuses Cody that he killed Damien’s. Cody becomes angry because of the occurrence. Therefore the function of the word “bullshit” here
is as abusive expression, while the reason of uttering this word is because of Cody psychological and social condition which lower than Fourleaf.

**Data 6**

Jeff is panic because he can not save his friend in a war. Then Jeff asks Kavin to get helping.

Jeff : Listen, you cherry f*ck! You call in that snake and nape and get us some boom-boon now! I’d do my self but I’m kind of Goddamn busy!!

The word *fuck* is expressed by Jeff Portnoy to insult Kevin Sandusky. In this case, Jeff Portnoy asks to Kevin Sandusky to call snake and nape to help them in the battlefield. Portnoy uses the word *fuck* to make Kevin do his order quickly. The word *fuck* includes in abusive expression because it is directed to someone. It is happened because Jeff psychological condition became panic when he tries to help his friend who was hurt because of gun.

**Data 7**

Jeff Portnoy : Don’t count him out! That bastard’s got luck tattooed to his ass!

There are two swear words that is stated in the dialog above. The first is *bastard* and the second is *ass*. The word *bastard* is used by Jeff to express his emotion when he in a war. This word includes in abusive expression which is used by Jeff directed to the enemies in war field. Psychological condition is the reason of using this word. The second swear word is *ass*. The word *ass* has impolite meaning when it is used by someone is rude. This word mean a part of human body which impolite when it is uttered in public, that’s why it includes in
the bodily function type. The function and the reason of using *ass* are same with the word *bastard* as the writer explains above.

**Data 8**

This dialogue happens when Less in high emotion interrogates Damien about his mistake in movie making.

Less Grassman : This is your fault, you limey f*ck !
You shit the money-bed, my friend.

Damien : Hey, Less I understand if you’re angry but I am dealing with a bunch of prima donnas! Tugg Speedman, he can’t cry! He can’t cry!!

The word *fuck* above refers to swear word because it is rude to being uttered. It refers to sexual activity term. But in this case it is not used in real meaning of having sex. In this case, Less Grassman as an investor in making film uses the foul language to insult the play director. He is angry because Damien as a play director can not organize the actors well. Because of this, Grassman express his anger with using foul language which direct to Damien. Therefore the function of word *fuck* is the abusive expression. The reason of using this word is psychological reason.

**Data 9**

Jeff’s utterance below is very rude. He utters it because he feels angry with Damien.

Jeff Portnoy : **F*cking ! Jesus!** Dude !

Jeff uses the word “Fucking” and “Jesus” to swear Damien. He swear Damien because he gets a belting which done by Damien as a player director in *Tropic Thunder* movie making. *Jesus* is the name of the son of God in Christian.
Based on the context of dialogue above, Jeff uses it to express his emotion, it means he is angry and annoys with Damien. The reason of using this swear words is Jeff psychological condition.

**Data 10**

Kavin : What are you doing, Jeff?
Jeff : f*cking, nothing man! I am eating jellybeans.

The word “fucking” above is used by Jeff to insult Kavin. The using of this word because Jeff feel unpleasant with Kavin who make him surprise when he is eating his drugs (he said jellybean). So, the function of the using of the word “fucking” is abusive expression. And the reason of using this word is the psychological condition of Jeff which become panic.

**Data 11**

Pecker as Tugg’s friend feels angry because Less Grassman refuses him to make Tugg free from Flaming Dragon. Then Pecker comes to Grassman’s place.

Pecker : (come to Less office in a hurry).
Less Grassman’s secretary : He is in a meeting.
Pecker : yeah, I know. In about two seconds with the Pecker I’m gonna rip your f*cking tits off.

Pecker as Tugg friends angry because Tugg is loss in the jungle. He comes to Tugg’s office and abuses Less with the word “fucking”. The word fucking emphasizes the word tits. Pecker’s psychological and social condition influence him to use this word.
Data 12

Jeff tries to catch the bat which brings his drugs. He run with high emotion and swear the bat by the rude words.

Jeff : That’s my jellybeans! No! Kid grab the bat! Please! Sh*t!
Jeff Portnoy : You go to hell! there he is

Jeff Portnoy used go to hell and shit to express his annoyance to Kirk Lazarus. In this case, Jeff run after a bird which take his drugs. Then Kirk disturbed Jeff by blocked Jeff’s way. Jeff unpleasant with Kirk and insult him by uttering these words. So, the function of using both of these words is abusive expression. And this word is impolite to use. The Jeff’s psychological condition is the reason of using these words.

Data 13

Kirk Lazarus : You asshole! This motherfucker is dead. Ain’t no criss angel nindfeak, David Blaine trapdoor horseshit jumping off here!
Tugg : Hey, you wanna got on the train here, or do you wanna ruin another take??

Kirk Lazarus uses the word “asshole” toward Tugg Speedman. Kirk said that Damien is died but Tugg do not believe it. This word is used to abuse Tugg. Moreover the reason of using this word is the psychological condition of Kirk which become angry.
Data 14

Jeff Portnoy : Fucking hell!
Kavin : What the hell, Jeff? Thay’s a bat, man.
Jeff : I dont have jellybean anymore

The word *Fucking hell* is very rude to use. In this case, Jeff used *Fucking hell* to express his emotion. He was angry because a bat took his drugs. Then, he caught it successfully. But, his drugs are loose. Therefore, he swears to the bird by using *Fucking hell*. Abusive expression is the function of the using *Fucking hell*. And psychological condition is the reason of Jeff to use the word *Fucking hell*.

Data 15

Jeff : you little piece of shit! I’m gonna fucking rip your wings off!!

In the Jeff’s utterance above, the word “shit” is directed to a bat that brings Jeff’s drugs. That is why Jeff use swear word to insult the bat. Jeff’s psychological condition become angry and it makes him utters this swear word.

Data 16

Kirk Lazarus : You know what? *F*ck that, man!!

The word “fuck” in the dialogue above is used by Kirk Lazarus to abuse Alpa Chino. The reason of using this word is the psychological of Kirk Lazarus which become emotion when he debates with Alpa.
4.2.3 Humorous

This function of swears words can also be in the context of humor. It usually takes from abusive swear words but they are used in humorous context. Then, here the writer presents the dialogue that is used in humorous purpose.

Data 1

Jeff Portnoy: Yeah, you son of a b*tch!

Jeff used son of a bitch toward Tugg Speedman. He used it when he knew that Tugg is become the actor. That is why he used son of a bitch to express his happiness. So the function of son of a bitch in this dialogue is humorous because it is used in humorous context. The psychological condition is the reason of using son of a bitch.

4.2.4 Swear Words be Auxiliary

This function is directed toward people, but it is not intended to others. Auxiliary swear words are the way of talking and it is called by “lazy swearing” since it does not have any meaning. Bellow is the example of dialogues that contain of auxiliary swear word.

Data 1

Less Grassman : Now, I don’t know what kind of pan pasific b*llshit power play are tring to pull here...

The function of swear word “bullshit” above is as the auxiliary. Here, this word is not directed to anyone. That is why this word is not used to insult. His psychological makes him to use this foul language.
Data 2

Damien: Play it through. Still rolling!
Cody: Dieter, can he hear me?
   That’s c-4. Dipshit. Put that back. I said a detonator I need some dudes up here who can speak American. Goddamn it! He is making a fucking sweater back here.

The function of the word “fucking” in the conversation above is as the auxiliary for the word “sweater”. And the reason of using this word is Cody become confident and panic in operating bomb. It influences his psychological condition that is why he uses this word to express his feeling.

Data 3

Fourleaf: Then you give me and that pyromaniac Cody all the smoke bombs, changes, explosives, detonator you got. Then we take those boys up here. Me and Cody we could light up that fucking jungle.

The function of the word “fucking” is as the auxiliary for the word jungle. It is used to express Fourleaf’s enthusiasm when he and Cody set the jungle for the actors in Tropic Thunder movie. Fourleaf’s psychological is the reason of uttering this word. His psychological becomes more spirit when he prepare the jungle.

Data 4

Damien: I could shoot the whole thing guerilla style, gritty, dirty. Get them away from their helper as ass-licking assistants. Put them in the real shit.
Fourleaf: Whit real fera in their eyes. Take them off the fucking grid.
Here, the word “fucking” as the auxiliary of the word grid. It is used by Fourleaf to express his emotion when he begins prepare the real war for the actors. His Psychological condition influences him to utter this word.

Data 5

Jeff : This is bullshit! I gotta at least call my *cking assistant.
Damien : (moves to Jeff and hit on him face).

The word “fucking” is used to Jeff in order to express his emotion. The word “fucking” is used as the auxiliary of the word “assistant”. The reason of using this word is the his psychological condition which become angry because Damien forbids him to call his assistant.

Data 6

Jeff : I am gonna fucking do all the heroin in the *cking world. If you guys wanna make it through this thing, you gotta strap me to a tree.

The word “fucking” in the utterance above as the auxiliary for the word world. It is used by Jeff to express his dissappoin...
refuses when Kirk takes the map from him. Kirk angry because Speedman because uses the map by him self. The function of this word is abusive expression. The reason of using this word is Kirk’s psychological condition.

**Data 8**

Kirk Lazarus : Here’s my moth*rf*ckering farm.

The statement above is uttered by Kirk Lazarus. He used the word “motherfuckering” in order to express his emotion with Flaming Dragon. Kirk’s psychological is the reason of using this word. His psychological condition is influenced with this condition until he used the offensive word to show his feeling

**4.2 Discussions**

Tropic Thunder is one of movies which is used swear words in the dialogues. After analyze the data which is token from the dialogue, the writer finds some swear words. Those swear words are according to Wardaugh’s theory. The first type is one’s mother in law such as “B*tch” and “motherf*cker. The word “b*tch” is a term which is used for a female dog, she is woman who has sexual relationship with someone else. The frequency occurrence of this type is (4). The second is the foul words that are includes in animal term. These words appear in dialogues of Tropic Thunder movie with frequency appearance (5). The third is the swear word that are includes in sexual activity are “f*cking/f*ck”. The frequency of appearance is (21). The fourth is the swear words that includes in death referring. The frequency occurrence of this type is (2). The fifth type is excretion term. Excretion term means a term which is used when someone takes
out of waste matter from his body. And the frequency occurrence of this type is (4). The sixth is bodily function such as “asshole”. The frequency occurrence of this type is (3). The seventh is religious term such “God”, “Jesus” and “Goddamn”. And the frequency occurrence of this type is (7). The eighth is middle finger arises as symbol of sexual intercourse (“f*ck you!”, ‘screw you). The frequency occurrence of this type is (0).

In addition, people often used swear words to express their feelings. For example, in Bonek community. There are many speakers use the foul language toward the addressee. In the other side, the function of these words not always to abuse the addressee, but it can be a humorous. So, the function of these swear words depends on the context and the purpose of speaking. There are four function of swear word that is uttered by the characters in Tropic Thunder movie. Expletive expresses personal emotion that is used to express the speaker’s emotions and it is not directed to anyone. Abusive expression is directed to others. It needs target to whom the speaker can utter the swear words. For example, the speaker utters “fuck you” to the target. Humorous sometimes the use of swear words can also be in the context of humor. It usually takes from abusive swear words but they are used in humorous context. Swear words be auxiliary. It directed toward people, but it is not intended to others. Auxiliary swear words are the way of talking and it is called by “lazy swearing” since it does not have any meaning. As the result of the analysis the highest function of swear word is abusive expression.
Then, the reason of the character in *Tropic Thunder* movie used swear word are psychological condition of the speaker and social motives. Furthermore, psychological condition of the speaker is the highest reason that is used the characters in uttering swear words.

In the other side, as a social individual and also a Moslem we have to make good relationship with the others. This relationship can be made by making good communication. In making a good communication, it should be consider with the social and religion value. In social life, if someone does not use the appropriate language in his speech, he will be accused as impolite and uneducated person. However, using polite words is always accepted by society. Meanwhile, in religious side there is an important source that is stated in holy Quran:

> يَتَأْثِبُوا الَّذِينَ أَمَنُّوا لَا يَسَلُّخُ قَوْمٌ مِّن قُوَّمٍ عَسَى أَنْ يَكُونُوا خَبِيرِيْنَ مِّنْهُمْ وَلَا دِسَاءٌ مِّنْ دِسَاءٍ عَسَى أَنْ يَكُنْ خَبِيرًا مِّنْهُمْ وَلَا تَلَمُّؤُوا أَنْفُسَكُمْ وَلَا تَتَابَعُوا بِالأَلْقَابِ يَسَّىَ الْآمِمَ الْقَصُّ بَعْدَ الْآِمِمِ وَمِنْ لَمْ يَتَّبَعَ فَأُوْلَئِكَ هُمُ الظَّانِمُونَ

- *You who have believed, let not a people ridicule (another) people, perhaps they may be better than them, or not let woman ridicule (other) women, perhaps they may be better than them. And do not call each other by (offensive) nicknames. Wretched is the name of disobedience after (one’s) faith. And whoever does not repent, then it is those who are the wrong doers.* (Wahai orang-orang yang beriman, janganlah suatu kaum mengolok-olokan kaum yang lain (karena) boleh jadi mereka (yang
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